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Abstract: Edge detection plays a vital role in the  processing of images. In this process, Edge detection
identifies and locate sharp edges of discontinuity in images andit has a great significance in computer-aided
diagnosis system for the automatic detection of clustered micro calcifications in digitized mammograms.
Numerous algorithms have been suggested so for extracting medical image edges, howeverfew of  them  are
well suited for edge extraction of micro calcifications for obtaining discontinuous edges and continuous edges.
This paper, intends an integrated new methodology for clustered micro calcifications edge detection of Kirsch
edge operator and edge linking with Markov model. Kirsch edge operator extracts first, initial edges and
then the thin initial edges since it is used as a derivative mask.It is also using an edge linking technique, fill
many gaps in the edge image. Lastly closed boundaries micro calcifications are achieved by Markov model.
Under this testing the algorithm highlights that it can detect closed edges with less over-detection points.
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INTRODUCTION advantage of changing mask according to our own

Clear evidence shows that early diagnosis and to extract initial edges of micro calcification clusters [4].
treatment of breast cancer can significantly increase the There exists some gaps in the initial edge images of micro
chance of survival for patients. One of them is important calcifications, in order to obtain closed boundaries of
radiological signs for early detection of breast cancer is micro calcifications, we fill gaps by employing edge
the presence and appearance of micro calcifications [1]. linking technique. Finally, we remove the edges of
Hence, many investigators have developed computer- background tissue and noise using Markov model [5].
aided diagnosis (CAD) schemes for identifying regions of
potential micro calcification clusters in mammograms [2]. Literature Study: Methods have already been published
Edges are important characteristic of micro calcifications, for the computer assisted detection of mass lesions in
therefore, edge extraction of micro calcification clusters digital mammograms. These methods can be classified as
has a great significance in computer-aided diagnosis either pixel or region based. Pixel based methods extract
system for the automatic detection of clustered micro statistical features from each individual pixel in the
calcifications in digitized mammograms. Also edge mammogram image.
detection is a fundamental tool for image segmentation These methods use a classification scheme to
[3]. The major property of edge detection technique is its identify and record pixels of interest. In some cases, a
ability to extract the exact edge line with good orientation. further examination could indicate if a mass represented
Kirsch compass mask is a derivative mask which is used by these pixels is benign or malignant. The other method
for finding edges. Not like other masks, it is having the is   region    based     and     it    searches   whole   areas  of

requirements. First we take advantage of Krisch operator
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themammogram image for masses. Researcher presents a (2)
hybrid method for computer assisted screening of
mammograms for masses. The hybrid method is a (3)
combination of pixel and region based analysis.

Proposed Technique: We employ a step, which narrows areminder and k=0, 1, 7. The following 8 templates are
the focus of analysis from every pixel in the image to applied are
groups of pixels, which are areas in the image. These
image areas are screened to determine if they have
possible masses. Those with possible masses are then
extracted and processed. This processing employs
multiscale tests to refine the suspicious areas. This
approach offers the potential for increased efficiency and
reduced error for computer assisted screening of
mammogram images [6]. The technique uses a form of
template matching at multiple scales to locate pixels in the
image, which may be part of a mass. The resulting image
is adaptively to a predetermined level of accuracy and
then the remaining pixels are grouped together and
extracted. Imaging techniques play an important role in
helping perform mammogram, especially of abnormal areas
that cannot be felt but can be seen on a conventional
mammogram or with ultrasound [7]. The proposed
technique, develops a supporting tool to easy
identification of abnormal masses in mammography
images, which will reduce false positive (FP), false
negative (FN) detection. In this paper, we investigate
many methods of edge extraction and propose a novel
approach for edge detection.

Kirschcompasskernel Algorithm: Edge-detection
method proposed by Kirsch finds maximum edge strength
in a few pre-determined directions. The operator takes a
single kernel mask and rotates in45 increments through all0

8 compass directions (ie) N,S,E,W,NW,SW,NE,SE.The
edge magnitude is calculated as the maximum magnitude
across all directions [8]. Each pixel of images all use these
8 masking to make convolution, each masking has great
response to a certain edge direction, the maximal value of
all 8 directions is set to output value of this point. The
masking sequence number of greatest response
constitutes the code of edge direction.

Assume, theoriginalsub-imageof3×3isasfollowing

(1)

Where as the size of edge gradientis

If the upper subscriptsarebeyond 7, divide by 4 toget

 NW=  W= 

SW=  E=  NE = 

 S=  SE = 

When the edges are extracted, the previous templates
are multiplied by 3x3 region of the image and choose the
template of biggest output value. Then take this maximal
value as the edge intensity of central pixel point, take the
maximal value template M  ’s direction k (k ’s value isk

illustrated as Figure 9 1) as its edge direction. Supposed
a point P(j, i) in a image and its grayscale values of eight
neighborhood unions are shown as Figure (2) and set
q (k=0,1,… 7) as edge intensity of the k th direction whenk

a image is dealt with by the k th template of Kirsch
operator, then the edge intensity of P ( i, j) is S( i, j)
maxq (k=0,1,…7 ) and the corresponding edge directionk

D( i, j)={k/q is maximum}k

Fig. 1: Edgedirection

Fig. 2: P (i,j) and its gray scale of eight neighborhood
unions
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Kirsch algorithm is based on step edge, according to where F (n,k) can be viewed as filter value, thus the
the characteristics of images themselves and value-taking filter image FIconsisting of F (n,k)is written as
conditions of Kirsch values, it can adjust threshold values
to obtain most possible edge point of images, so it can
completely be detached  from  artificial  participation.
When the contrast between the foreground and
background is very fierce and centralized. Kirsch
algorithm will have very outstanding performance and it We examine three neighborhood points line by line,
can adjust threshold values to obtain most Possible edge if the gray of the middle point is the local maximum value,
point of images, so it can completely be detached from then, which is the extremum point, in this way, the extreme
artificial participation. Variables concerned in the selection image MI  in the horizontal direction can be obtained, that
of an edge detection operator consists of edge is, MI  is defined as
orientation, edge structure and noise environment.
Therefore operators can be optimized to look for vertical,
horizontal and diagonal edges. Techniques used on noisy
images are typically larger in scope and the method wants
to be chosen to be receptive to such a regular change in
those cases. Hence the objective is to do the comparison where MI (n, k) is the gray value at point, (n, k), in the
of a variety of directions and analyze the performance. Image MI , ' MI (n, k) is given by

Finding Thin Edge Details: The KirschCompass
Kernel Algorithm is one of the most important edge
operators, which achieves the good tradeoff between
keeping edge details and suppressing the noise where F  =F  (n, k-1), F =F  (n, k),
components. Eight convolution kernels make up the F  =F  (n, k+1)
kirsch edge operator. Each point in the image is Similarly, the extremum image MI in the vertical
convolved with all eight masks. Each mask responds direction can be defined as
maximally to an edge oriented in a particular general
direction. The maximum value over all eight orientations
is the output value for the edge magnitude image.

Details of Kirsch Compass Kernel  Algorithm edge
detection are described as follows. Each point in the
original medical image lo is convolved with all eight where Mi (n,k) is the gray value at point, (n,k), in the
masks. Image MI , MI  (n,k) is given by

Let Fm(n,k) denote the value ofconvolution at point
(n,k) using the mth mask, then, Fm(n,k) is given by

where G (n+j, k+i) denotes the gray value at point0

(n+j,k+i) in the image Io, i=-1,0,1,j=-1,0,1, n=0,…,H-
1,k=0,…W-1, W and H denote the height and widthof the
image Io respectively. M (j, i) is the coefficient at  point (j,m

i) in the mth mask. 
The maximum convolution, F (n,k)is defined as where MI(n,k) denotes the gray value at point, (n,k),inmax

max

max

w

w

w

w w

1 max max

2 max

h

h

h h

F  =F  (n-1, k)Similarly, the final extremum image MI can3 max

be written as

the Image MI and defined as 
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We examine each point in the image MI, if the gray where n=1,2,….16 denotes the codes of edge patterns,
value is larger than the preset thresholdT, then, the
corresponding point is labeled as edge point, in this way,
the initial edge image EI is written as

where EI(n,k) is the gray value at point, (n,k), in the
image EI and defined as 

Noise Removing and Edge Thinning: The presence of
noise in the initial edge image, however, imposes a
requirement for noise removing. For each edge point in
the initial edge image, the three-by-three neighborhood
centered on that point is examined, if the total edge point
number is more than two, then, these edge points will be
reserved, otherwise, all edge points in that neighborhood
are taken as noise [9]. In order to obtain single pixel edge,
the removed noise edge image need to be thinned, the
thinning method is described as follows. Firstly, we define
sixteen kinds of edge modes and corresponding pattern
codes [10, 11] showed in Fig. (3).

Fig. 3: (a) Image edge modes, (b)The codes of image
edge patterns

Secondly, we examine each point in the edge image,
Foreach edge point, ( i, j) the three-by-three neighborhood
EB  centered on that point is examined, if the total edgeij

point number in the neighborhood EB  is more than 3,ij

then, we obtain a three-by-three neighborhood EBij

corresponding to EB  in the filter image FI. Let VEPij n

denote the value of edge pattern n and be defined by 

VP (k)denotes the kth pixel value of edge pattern n in then

filter image FI. Let VEP Max{VEP  VEP  VEP }max= 1, 2…… 16

denote the maximum value of n VEP  and the N , N andNn 1 2 3

are the pixels in the neighborhood CB  corresponding toij

max VEP, then, in the neighborhood EB , those pixelsij

which have the same positions as N , N andN in the1 2 3

neighborhood CB  are labeled as edge points. Finally, inij

this way, we can obtain the thinned edge image. In the
thinned edge image, there are still a lot of discontinuous
edges. Hence, edge point linking is the process of
associating nearby edge points so as to create a closed,
connected boundary. This process is executed by
employing edge connection algorithm.

Background Edge Removing: In the continuous edge
image, there exit a lot of edges of ackground tissue, in
order to eliminate these edges, we propose an algorithm
based on the Markov model shown in 

Fig. 2: Markov model of microcalcification boundary

In Fig.2, the point, (0,0) denotes the middle point
between B and A  which are boundary points of microo

calcification, r denotes the distance between the point oi

and A ,  is the angle of rotation, (n , n ) denotes thei i i k

coordinate of A  and is written byi

n r sini= i i

k ri= i

Let P(A ) denote the probability of the point Ai i

belonging to the microcalcification boundary, then, the
condition probability P(A / A )is defined by i+1 i

 others
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In edge image, we examine each point line by line, for
two adjacent edge points B and A as shown in the figure
2, the point o is taken as origin, both A  and A  arei i+1

obtained by rotating through the angle  andi

,respectively. The condition probability P(A / A ) cani+1 i+1 i

be provided by (14), if it is larger than

then, the pointA is labeled as edge point, otherwise,i+1

thepointA is removed as background tissue edge. Theni+1

the other edge points processing proceed, using this way
and producing the final result. Fig. 4(b): The extracting results of Canny operator

Simulation Results and Comparison: Several experiments
were carried out on different ROI with micro calcification
clusters to test the performance of our algorithm. The
same as other previous works, the quality of edge
detection results is evaluated subjectively. Canny’s edge
detector is a very popular edge operator. It is always
among the best performers in various edge operation
evaluation experiments and has become part of the
standard against which the performance of a newly
developed edge detector is compared [12]. We compare
the result of our algorithm with one of Canny’s edge
detector to show the better performance. Figure 4 is a part
of experiment results. Fig. 4(c): Extracting results of our algorithmfor multiple

Original ROI with microcalcification clusters
Extractingresults of canny operator
Extracting results of our algorithmfor multiple edges
Extracting results of our algorithmfor single image

our algorithm can obtain closed boundary with less noise
and background tissue edges for multiple images and
single image

Fig. 4(a): Original ROI with microcalcification clusters extraction results with Canny operator. Our study showed

edges

Fig. 4(d): Extracting results of our algorithm for single
image

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new edge detection
algorithm Of micro calcification clusters in digital
mammograms based on kirsch operator and Markov
model. The proposed approach was applied to boundary
extraction of micocalcification clusters. We compared the
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that in terms of noise, over-detected points, closed 6. Dawei Qi, Lei Yu, 2008. Multifractal spectrum theory
boundary, our algorithm was better, compared to the used to medical image from CT testing, 2008 IEEE
Canny method. These results demonstrated that our International Conference on Advanced Intelligent
method is an effective way to extract microcalcification Mechatronics, 1(1): 68-73.
clusters. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can be applied 7. Chuanyu Chang, 2004. A contextual-based Hopfield
to characteristic extraction of micro calcification clusters. neural network for medical image edge detection,
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